
DAILY NEWS 
UPDATES

FEDERAL NEWS
• New report forecasts Canada’s economy to grow at reduced rate for the next 10 years due to high 

household and business debt levels acting as drag on recovery from pandemic. Report says the 
economy will end the year 6.3% smaller than pre-virus and will recover most of it by next year.

• Despite easing of restrictions, people remain out of work in the food industry and businesses 
struggling as they navigate the pandemic challenges. National industry advocate, Restaurants 
Canada asks government to keep the 75% wage subsidy going until restrictions are in place.

PROVINCIAL NEWS
• After much speculation, Quebec premier Legault officially announces that as of July 18th, masks 

to be mandatory in province’s indoor public venues. The July 18th date comes nine days before 
Montreal’s bylaw which will make masks mandatory in public indoor venues comes into effect. 

• Quebec’s La Ronde will soon reopen its doors to customers. The amusement park will open its 
doors to season pass holders only on July 25th and to all others as of August 3rd. It will implement 
sanitary precautions, among which are thermal imaging and mandatory masks.

USA NEWS
• Stocks seen making biggest moves in premarket: PepsiCo in quarterly earnings reported 7 cents a 

share above estimates; in a deal uniting two semiconductor makers, Maxim Integrated was acquired 
by Analog for $20.91 billion in stock, among others.

• U.S. has issued an advisory to its citizens to “exercise increased caution” if in China as they could 
face “heightened risk of arbitrary detention”. Chinese state media calls warning a “blatant distortion 
of truth”. The warning comes as tensions continue to mount between countries on a range of issues.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS
• Two experimental coronavirus vaccines that have jointly been developed by German biotech firm 

BioNTech and US giant Pfizer have received “fast track” designation by US drug regulators. The 
two candidates are the most advanced of at least four vaccines being assessed by the firms.

• After having lowered its expectations for the global economy, the IMF has now revised its growth 
forecasts for the Middle East and North Africa downwards amidst “unusually high uncertainty in 
the region” on the duration of the pandemic and its impact on closures.
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